
SNOWFLAKE SOIREE               
 

The Bastion Club organized “The Snowflake Soiree” on 16 December 2023, an event to 

celebrate the festive spirit of Christmas. 

The venue, Q-24 was adorned with eye catching Christmas decorations, which included a 

beautifully decorated Christmas tree along with other handmade origami items like socks, more 

trees, a Santa and many more! The ambiance created a warm and inviting atmosphere that 

instantly put attendees in the holiday spirit. 

 

 

The first event, “Once Upon a Twist”, was an extempore round in which participants were 

asked to present alternate takes to famous fairy tales. This event challenged the analysing 

power, critical thinking and speaking skills of the participants. The winner, first runner up, 



second runner up of this round were Karan Trivedi (CS-IoT II), Ayushi Gupta (CS-IoT II) and 

Devansh Shukla (CS II) respectively.  

Next, we had the second event “Question Ping Pong”, this was a verbal duet where participants 

assumed complementary roles and were engaged in a back-and-forth question face-off. This 

round also tested the impromptu listening and speaking skills of the participants. The winner, 

first runner up and second runner up of this round were Karan Trivedi (CS-IOT II), Kavya 

Agnihotri (CS-IoT II) and Devansh Shukla (CS II) respectively. 

Lastly, we had “Wordsmith Showdown” which comprised of two sub rounds and they were- 

Round 1-Idiom Enigma: Guess the idiom: A quiz on vocabulary, the teams were given hints to 

guess an English idiom—all themed around festivity.  

Round 2-Spellathon: To make the longest word with given, handpicked letters. 

This was group activity in which participants were grouped in teams of 4 and this event gave 

participants the opportunity to showcase their vocabulary skills. 

Team B was the winner of this event which included the participants named Kavya Agnihotri 

& Karan Trivedi (CS-IoT II), Devansh Shukla (CS II) and Akriti Khare (CS-AIML II). 

Not only this but the event also included some fun filled filler activities which included 

jamming sessions, a surprise visit by Santa, distribution of candies and distribution of 

Christmas cards in which all the attendees wrote their wishes to Santa! 

With everyone’s significant empathy and contribution, The Snowflake Soiree turned out to be 

a Joyous Christmas Celebration. 

 

 

 

 
 
 


